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Under the errors-in-variables parameterization, the limiting behavior of the 
estimators of the parameters of the factor analysis model is investigated. An explicit 
expression is given for the covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of the 
estimators. It is demonstrated that the limiting distribution of the vector containing 
the estimated error variances and the estimated coefhcients holds for a wide range 
of assumptions about the true factors. 1 1987 Acadrmlc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a set of observable p-dimensional random row vectors Z, are 
related to a set of unobservable k-dimensional factor vectors x, and a set of 
unobservable p-dimensional error vectors a, by 
Z, = B, + x,B’ + E,, t = 1, 2 ,..., n, (1.1) 
where B’ is a k x p matrix and B. is a 1 x p vector of constants. The a, are 
assumed to be independently and identically distributed with mean zero 
and covariance matrix C,,, where EEE is a diagonal matrix. We also assume 
that the x, form a fixed sequence or are independently and identically dis- 
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tributed with mean p, and covariance matrix E:,,. If the x, are random, we 
assume that x, and E, are independent. 
We can transform both x, and B without altering the content of model 
(1 .l ). That is, if we let G be an arbitrary nonsingular k x k matrix, then 
Z,=B,+f,A’+s,, 
where f, = x, G and A’ = G -- ‘B’. Two ways are commonly used to define a 
unique set of parameters. The first is to assume the x, to be identically dis- 
tributed with identity covariance matrix and to restrict B so that B’Ec; ‘B is 
diagonal. The second parameterization of the model is closely related to the 
multivariate error-in-variables model. In the second form Z, is divided into 
two parts 
Z, = (Y,, X,) = (lb, 0) + x,(b, 1) + (e,, v,), (1.2) 
where X, is a k-dimensional row vector, Y, is a r-dimensional row vector, fl 
is a k x Y matrix E, = (e,, u,), and r = p-k. Because B’ is specified to be of 
the form @I, I), the parameters fl, I:,,, and E,, give a unique representation 
of the model. 
The application of the method of maximum likelihood to factor analysis 
is primarily due to Lawley [7,8,9, lo] and is well described in Lawley and 
Maxwell [13]. See also Rao [15], Anderson and Rubin Cl], and 
Jijreskog [6]. Anderson and Rubin [ 1] proved that estimators of the 
parameters obtained under the assumption of normal 2, have a limiting 
normal distribution under weaker assumptions about Z,. Using the first 
parameterization described above, Lawley [ 113 gave an expression for the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of the maximum likelihood 
estimators of B and E,, under the assumption that the Z, are normally dis- 
tributed. An error in Lawley’s formulas was discovered and corrected by 
Jennrich and Thayer [S]. See also Lawley [ 123. 
In this paper we investigate the limiting distribution of estimators of fI, 
ZCC, and I;,, in the parameterization (1.2). Under the assumption that the 
E, are normally distributed we give explicit expressions for the covariance 
marix of the limiting distribution of the estimators of fi and C,,. These 
expressions provide computationally efficient methods of constructing the 
estimated covariance matrix of the estimators. In obtaining these results 
rather weak assumptions are made about the properties of the x,. 
Theorems are stated for fixed x, and for random x,. Also, an explicit 
expression for the convariance matrix of the limiting distribution of the 
estimator of Z:,, is given for normal x,. 
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2. THE NORMAL LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
To introduce our estimator for the vector of parameters defined in model 
(1.2) we assume that E: -NZ(O, XC,) with C,, diagonal, that 
xi - NZ(p:, X;,,) with E,, nonsingular, and that E, and xi are independent 
for all t and j. Then, the maximum likelihood estimators of f10 and pX are 
pO=P--Xfi and fi,=i;t, where ii?=(it,X)=~‘C;=~Z, and b is the 
maximum likelihood estimator of fl. Therefore, the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the remaining parameters is the vector that minimizes 
n log I~zzl + (n - 1) tr{mz&2ft (2.1) 
where m,,= (n-l))‘C:=, (Z,-z)‘(Z,-z) and C,,=E{m,,}. In 
general, an explicit expression for the values of p, X,,,, and C,, that 
minimizes (2.1) is not available, and the maximum likelihood estimator has 
to be computed numerically. 
If the normal assumption on x, and E, is not satisfied, then the function 
(2.1) is no longer associated with the likelihood function and also the 
model may have different unknown parameters than ones considered under 
the normal assumption. For example, the distribution of nonnormal ran- 
dom x, may involve parameters other than p, and X,,, and for the fixed-s 
model, the x, are unknown parameters. For the case with fixed x, and nor- 
mal E,, Anderson and Rubin [1] showed that the maximum likelihood 
estimator does not exist when the variances of E, are not bounded away 
from zero. 
We restrict our discussion to the estimation of the unknown parameters 
in C zz = E{m,,} based on the sample covariance matrix m,,. For 
independently and identically distributed x,, 
G,= (fh I)’ ~:,,(fL 1) + L. (2.2) 
For fixed x,, 
Gz = (BY I)’ m,,(B, 1) + L, (2.3) 
where mrr = (PZ--~))‘C:=~ (x,-X)(x,-%)), and %=n-‘C:=, x,. Let the 
parameters contained in C,, be denoted by y= (rg, r:, y:)‘, where 
yla = vet p, yE is a column vector containing the diagonal elements of C,,, 
Yx = 
i 
vech L , if the X, are random 
vech qr, if the x, are fixed, 
vet m is the column obtained by listing the columns of m in a single 
column beginning with column one, and vech m is the column composed of 
elements on and below the diagonal of m. See Henderson and Searle [4] 
for a discussion of the vet and vech operators for matrices. Note that, for 
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the case with fixed xI, y, depends on the sample size n. We consider the 
estimator y of y that minimizes 
.f(r, vech m,,) = lwPzz(y)l + tr{mzzWy)~~ (2.4) 
where C,,(y) is given either by (2.2) or by (2.3). If the normal assumption 
on x, and E, holds, then 9 is the maximum likelihood estimator based on 
the Wishart distribution of m,,. For the model with fixed x, and normally 
distributed E,, Anderson and Rubin [ 1 ] showed that the difference between 
y and the maximum likelihood estimator based on the noncentral Wishart 
distribution of m,, is of smaller order than nP ‘j2. We derive the limiting 
properties of y under a wide range of assumptions about x, and E,. 
3. LIMITING DISTR~BUTI~N 
To discuss the limiting properties of 9, it is convenient to introduce 
notation for the true value of y. Let the true value of y be 
y. = (Y&, Y&, ~b,)‘~ where 
i 
vech m u.li, for fixed x, 
YOY = vech C,,, for random x,. 
We also define y 7s = (Y$, Y;,:~ Y: ,L where 
vech m,,, for fixed x, 
y,,= vech XYY, for random x,, 
m r,= lim mrr. 
,1- J- 
Note that y. depends on n for fixed x,, but Y,~. is free of n. 
The following theorem demonstrates the consistency of y for both fixed 
x, and random x,. We use the notation k,[m] to denote the ith largest 
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix m. 
THEOREM 1. Let the model (1.2) hold. Assume either 
(a) the x, are fixed, and Cm,, %, m,,=m,,, where rfi,, is positioe 
definite or 
(a’) the x, are independently and identically distributed with positive 
definite covariance matrix E l;l;, and are independent of E,. 
Also assume 
(b) The E: are independently and identically distributed with zero mean 
vector and a diagonal covariance matrix E,,, 
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(c) The parameter y is an element of r, where r is a subset of 
[2-‘k(k + 1) + kr + p]-dimensional Euclidean space containing yoc such that 
(i) for any y in r, C,,(y) is positive definite, and (ii) for any 6 > 0 there 
exists an yls > 0 such that for any y in r satisfying Iy - yX 1 > 6 then 
I;ii[C(y)] - 11 > qa for some i= 1, 2 ,..., p, where 
VY I= W2(Y m ) CAY 1 W2(Y T. 1. 
Let r be the value of y that minimizes (2.4) over r. Then, 
plim (+ - yo) = 0. 
n - x 
ProojI Let 
m = W2(rm 1 mzz W’(Y r ), 
g(y, m)=logPC(y)l + tr{m~-‘(y)), 
where E(y) is defined in assumption (c)(ii). Then, y minimizes g(y, m) over 
r. Choose 6, > 0 small enough so that log( 1 - 6,) > - 1. Then, 
h(x) =log x+x-‘( 1 -6,)>O, for all x>O. From the shape of h(x), there 
exists an a0 > 6, such that h(x) > p + p 6, if 0 -=z x G 1 -E” or if x 3 1 + Q. 
Let r, be a subset of r such that if y is in r,,, then 11;[Z(y)] - 11 <E” for 
all i = 1, 2,..., p, and such that if y is not in r,, then JA,[C(y)] - 1) >cO for 
some i = 1, 2,..., p. For such a (6,, 6”) assume that IA,[m] - I/ ~6, for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., p. Then 
g(Y, m)= f: 10gAiP(y)] +tr(mE~m’(y)} 
,= I 
3 f, ilog ACVy)l + ii’PCr)l j&Cm]} 
a,;, bM~(Y)l +~,‘P(r)l(l -&I,), 
where we have used the inequality 
tr{mE-I’} 2 f AiP’[X(y)] ii[m]. 
;=, 
See, e.g., Theobald [ 161. Also, 
g(Yc.2, m)=tr{m)= f li[m],<p+p6,. 
,=I 
Thus, if y is not in r,,, g(y, m) > g(y,, m). Hence, if I&[m] - 11 < 6,, 
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i = 1, 2,..., p, then y is in f,,. By assumption (b) and either (a) or (a’), 
dim, - a m = I. Since the A,[m] are locally continuous functions of the 
elements of m, plim,, _j ~~ Ai[m] = 1, i= 1, 2 ,..., p. Therefore, 
plim (y-7)=0, 
P! + * (3.1) 
where 7 is the value of y that minimizes g(y, m) over I-,. 
Let 6 > 0 be given. From the shape of the function h,(x) = log x + x ‘, 
and from assumption (c)(ii), it follows that there exists a Sn > 0 such that if 
IY-y,,,I >6 then 
&Y, 1) a P + 5,s. (3.2) 
Since A,[E(y)] is bounded for all y in r,, the convergence of mC- l(y) to 
C -I’ in probability is uniform over r,. Hence, for such a iii and any 
E > 0, there exists an N such that if n 3 N, then for all y in I-,, 
PIIg(y,m)-g(y.I)lf$5,)>,1-F. 
By (3.2) and (3.3), if y is in f,, /y-yXl > 6, and nd N, then 
(3.3) 
P{g(y,m)3p+a5,i3P{g(y,m)3g(y,I)-ar,}~l-&, 
P{ p + it, >, g(Y, m) + +&} = PI g(l. m) < p + its f 
3 P( I g(T, m) - PI 6 it,) 
31-E, 
and thus, 
3 1 -P{g(y, m)< P+&} -P(P+&< g(Y, mb45d 
3 1 - 2E. 
Hence, if n >, N, then inf,g(y, m) is not attained at y satisfying 
jy - yX,) > 6 with probability greater than 1 - 2s. Therefore, 
dim.,, P=r,,, and the result follows from (3.1) by noting that 
lim n-x Yo=Y.x under (a) and that y. = y *, under (a’). a 
By Theorem 1, 9 is consistent for a wide range of the factor analysis 
models. For example, 9 is consistent if some diagonal elements of EC,, are 
zero or if elements of fl satisfy some restrictions, provided C,, is positive 
definite. We included the positive definite assumption for rfi,, or Z.,.Y 
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because if fl is entirely unknown, the positive definite assumption is 
necessary for the identification assumption (c)(ii). 
From the proof of Theorem 1, we see that 9 is consistent under 
assumption (c) and the assumption that plim, _ ,xI m,, = Z:,(y,). Hence, 
the estimator minimizing (2.4) is consistent for any covariance structure 
model in which the sample covariance matrix converges to the true 
covariance matrix. Theorem 1 supports the consistency statements made by 
Anderson and Rubin [l, p. 1461 and Browne [2]. 
Theorems 12.1 and 12.2 of Anderson and Rubin [ 1 ] state that the 
limiting distribution of the estimators of yg and y, will be normal if the 
elements of m,, converge in distribution to a normal vector. Their 
Theorem 12.3 suggests that the limiting covariance matrix would have a 
relatively simple form if the parameterization (1.2) was used. Browne [2] 
gave an expression for the covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of 
9 for the random-x covariance structure model. In Theorem 2.F we give the 
limiting distribution of 9 for the fixed-.u model. Because of the 
parameterization (1.2), the limiting covariance matrix has a special form. 
THEOREM 2.F. Let the model (1.2) and assumptions (a) and (c) of 
Theorem 1 hold. Assume (b’) E: - NZ(0, E,,), (d) y T., is an interior point of r, 
and (e) the matrix 
is of fill column rank. Let 4 = (sg, q:, f\)‘, he the estimator of y0 which 
minimizes the function (2.4) ouer r, Then, 
n”‘(9-yo) & N(0, [F’Yp’Flp’), 
wp = (@bQ)p)-‘@b, mp is the matrix such that for a p x p symmetric matrix 
A, vet A = @)p vech A, and A 0 B is the Kronecker product of matrices A and 
B. Futhermore, if we denote the portion of [F’Y -‘F] ~ ’ corresponding to 
(qb, 9:)’ by G, then G is the [k(p-k) + p] x [k(p- k) + p] upper left 
corner of [F’Q-IF]-‘, where 
n=2yr,C~,,(y,)O~,,(y,)l w;. 
Proof: The function f(y, vech mZZ) is twice differentiable on r, because 
E;;(r) exists and E,(y) is twice differentiable on ZY With probability 
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approaching one as n increases, f(y, vech mzZ) attains its minimum at the 
interior point y of r. Thus, with probability approaching one as n 
increases, 
o = 8/l% vech mzz) 
(3 
= @"BYTE vech mzz) + ?XY*~ vech mzZ) 
ay aY w  
(C - Yo)2 (3.4) 
where y* is used to denote the fact that the elements of the matrix are 
evaluated at points on the line segment joining yO and 9. It can be shown 
that 
417~~~ vech mzz) 
ay 
a vech G(Y~ ’ =- 
8Y’ 
@;~I~~~(Y~)@~AY~I @, VechCm,, - ~zz(~o)l 
= -2F’W’ vech[m,,-C,,(y,)] +~,,(n-‘!~), (3.5) 
where we have used lim,,, , y. = y 7 , vech[m,, - Xzz(yo)] = O,,(n I’_‘), 
and 
n~‘=2“~,bCC,~(Y,)OI;,:(Y.)l~,,. 
For elements yi and y, of y, 
?ftr, vech mzz) 
ay; ay, 
= tr 
i 
a~:,,ty) 
85 
x ~‘(Y)&z(Y) 
ZZ ___ %Ar)C2mzr - ~zz(y)l CAY 1 
87, 
d2’zz(Y)Z; -‘(y)[mzz - IZ _ .(y)] C J j(y) . 
65 aY, 
zz 77 77 
I 
Thus, 
a%~*, vech mzz) 
ay a~! 
=F’~bCC~~(r,)O~~~(y~)l @,F+o,,(l). (3.6) 
It follows from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) that 
q-ye= [[F’fi-‘F]-‘F’n-’ VechCm,, - ~,,(~,)l+ o,(n I”). (3.7) 
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By Lemma 1 of Dahm and Fuller [3], 
n’/’ vech[m,, - C,,(y,)] 4 N(0, Y). 
Using Result 3 and Result 4 of Dahm and Fuller [3], we can show that 
[F’R-‘F]-‘F’fi2-’ = [F’Y-‘F]-‘F’Y-‘, and that the [k(p-k)+p] x 
[k(p-k)+p] upper left corner of [F’Y-‘F]-’ is equal to the 
corresponding part of [F’fV’F] -‘. Hence, the result follows from 
(3.7). I 
The limiting distribution of 9 for the model with random x, is presented 
in Theorem 2R. Because of the factor analysis structure and our 
parameterization (1.2), Theorem 2.R is stronger than Browne’s [2] result. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.R, we introduce a technique for deriving the 
limiting distribution for the random-x case from the result for the fixed-.x 
case. That technique and the parameterization (1.2) enable us to show that 
the limiting normality and the limiting covariance matrix of qB and qC are 
valid for any random x, with second moments. 
THEOREM 2.R. Let the model (1.2) assumptions (a’) and (c) of 
Theorem 1, and assumptions (b’), (d), and (e) of Theorem 2.F hold. Let 9 he 
the estimator of y0 which minimizes (2.4) over r. Then, 
0) n1’2C(+b, 98)’ -(Y&7, r&J’1 -L NO, CL 
where G is defined in Theorem 2.F with y I 1[ = vech X ~~ used to construct Cl, 
(ii) If, in addition, xi m NZ(p,, C,,), then 
n”‘(4 - yO) --% N(0, [F’W’F] -I), 
where fi is defined in Theorem 2.F with yx.II = vech C,,. 
Proof (i) By Theorem 2.F, for every fixed sequence x, satisfying 
assumption (a ), 
n”‘Gr “‘(9, - yO,) -& N(0, I), (3.8) 
where 9; = (fb, 9% ybl = (ybp, rb,), and G.7 iI2 is the positive square root of 
G-’ with your = vech rfi,, used in G. For random x, satisfying assumption 
(a’), 
mrr --* L as. (3.9) 
Let G,‘12 be the positive square root of G-’ for random x,, i.e., vech C,, 
is used for y,, in G. Then, by the independence of x, and E!, the con- 
ditional distribution of n1’2Gr~‘/2(f, - yOi) given values of x, satisfying (3.9) 
is the same as the distribution of n”2G,~1/2(~, -y,,,) with rii,,=JZ,,. Let 
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W,, = n1’21’G;-‘12(~, - yo,), where I is an arbitrary [k(p - k) + pl-dimen- 
sional column vector with f’1f 0. Then, by (3.8) and (3.9), and the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem, for any real number u’, as n -+ x, 
P{ W,fw}=E{ECz(.‘~~..~Ix,,x, )... I}-E{@(w)}=@(w), 
where @(.) is the standard normal distribution function and Ilc: is the 
indicator function for the set C. Thus, conclusion (i) follows. 
(ii) For normal x,, 
n”’ VechCm,, - ~z,(~o)l -!=+ WO, a), 
and the result (ii) follows from expression (3.7) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.F. 1 
Note that the limiting distribution of q., for random x, does not follow 
from that of 9, for fixed x,. This is because Theorem 2.F gives the limiting 
distribution of n1’“(9v - vech m.rr)r and a stronger condition is necessary to 
obtain the limiting distribution of n”*(q, - vech rir,,). For random x, the 
limiting normality of n”‘(f - yO) holds if the fourth moments of x, exist, 
but the limiting covariance matrix in part (ii) of Theorem 2.R is valid only 
if the first four moments of x, are the same as those of a normal random 
variable. Part (i) of Theorem 2.R requires only that the x, have finite 
second moments. 
4. COVARIANCE MATRIX 
We now present an explicit form for the covariance matrix of the limiting 
distribution of 9. We first introduce some notation. Let L be the p2 x p 
matrix such that for px p matrices A and B, (A@B)L= 
(alOb,, a20b2,..., ap @I b,), where ai and b, are the ith columns of A and 
B, repectively. That is, post-multiplying the p* x p2 Kronecker product by 
L produces the matrix of columnwise Kronecker products. Note that L 
itself is the matrix of columnwise Kronecker products of I, and I,, i.e., the 
ith column of L is zero except for the [p(i- 1) + i]-th element, which is 
unity. The (i, j)th element of L’(A@A)L is the square of the (i, j)th 
element of A; vec[diag{d}] = Ld, for a p x 1 vector d; and L’L = I,. The 
matrix L will be used in the expressions for the limiting covariance matrix 
of the estimator 9. The properties of L described above can be used in the 
actual computation of the expressions. 
Theorem 3.R presents an explicit expression of the limiting covariance 
matrix of 9 for the model with random x,. The expression does not involve 
inverses of large matrices, nor derivative operators. Theorem 3.R is stated 
with the assumption of normally distributed x,. By Theorem 2.R, the por- 
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tion of the limiting covariance matrix corresponding to qfi and 9, is valid 
under the assumptions of part (i) of Theorem 2.R. 
THEOREM 3.R. Let model (1.2) and assumptions of part (ii) oj 
Theorem 2.R hold. Let 9 he the estimator of y0 which minimizes (2.4) over r. 
Then 
n”‘(f - yO) A N(0, V), 
where 
v,, = L, 0 (c: q&;J I+ PI v,,p; 1 
v,, =W,uOq3,,) v; + p,v,,p;, 
v,, = 2yr,(~x*O X:xX) v; - hJk(&, 0 X:g;) w; + p,v,:,p;, 
v,, = -p, v,,, v,, = -P2V,,, 
v,;,= 2[L’(cc~;,‘c’c3c~~~,‘c’)L]-‘, P, = [C’@E:,‘D’]L, 
P,=Wk{(Okr, I,)O(Ok,, I~)-~ul’~~~‘c’o~uL’~~‘u’c’)L, 
c = (I,, -B’)‘, D = (O,w, I,)’ - C~,‘L,, 
L,~ = C’LC, L, = K, = C’WL L)‘, 
qq = zxx - q;, c;, = C,,~,‘~“,, xxx = L + L, 
I, is the k x k identity matrix, and Ok, is a k x r matrix of zeros. 
Proof By Theorem 2.R, the covariance matrix of the limiting dis- 
tribution of n”‘(9-yo) is [F’Q-IF]-‘. The matrix [F’QplF]-’ can be 
considered to be the covariance matrix of the generalized least squares 
estimator q of y computed from the system 
W=Fy+a, E{aa’} = a. (4.1) 
We partition F to conform to the partition of y so that F = (FB, F,, F,), 
where 
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To obtain explicit expressions for the covariance matrix, we shall apply a 
linear transformation to the system (4.1). The objectives of the transfor- 
mation are to isolate the coefficients of ys and y, and to reduce the 
covariance matrix of the error term a to a block diagonal. If we let 
T = (C, D), then T’E,,T = block diag{C,,, Eq7}. We multiply both sides of 
the system (4.1) by Q’ = v,(T’OT’) CD,, and rearrange the terms so that 
the transformed error term a* satisfies 
V(a*} = block diag{V,, V,, V,} =a*, (4.2) 
where 
v, = 2w,(&,OL,) w:, v, = E”, 0 qll > v, = ~WkK&mvj) wl. 
Thus, arranging the transformed observations W* in the same order as a*, 
we have 
W* = (W:‘, W:‘, W:‘)‘= F*y + a*, 
i 
0 v,tC’OC’)L 0 Yfi 
= I,0 L (C’@D’)L 0 yE +a*. 
--2~&,r7i,~ Ox,,) vdD’@D’W 1 )i 1 
(4.3) 
Y., 
Because a* is block diagonal, because (yb, y:) does not appear in the 
equation for W :, and because the dimension of (yb, yl,) is the same as that 
of (W:‘, W;‘), it f 11 o ows that the generalized least squares estimator 
9 = (9;9, tk, y:)’ of y in (4.3) is 
q,= [L’(c~c)~:v;‘~,(c’oc’)L]~‘L’(coC)w:V,’W:. 
Since EU,XU;‘C’ + D’ = (Okr, Ik), 
{~w~(~~~,C~~IOZ~)(C’OD’)+W~(D’OD’~)L 
=\Vk[(2C,,~~;‘C’+D’)OD’1L 
= ylk{ [(Ok,, Ik) + ~*“z;wlc’l 0 CV-L h) - 2=U”%‘C’l PJ=pz. 
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Hence, from (4.2), (4.4) and the fact that 9, is uncorrelated with (W:, W:), 
the expressions for V,,, V,,, V,,, and V,, follow immediately, and 
L=4vkGJ:Dc1 Oh) v2(~:,1L,oM w;+v, +p2v,,p; 
= 4V/&, 0 qJ WI, + 2YG,,, 0 %‘J w; + PZV&~ 
v,,=2[L’(c~c)~y:~,:(~,‘~~,r~‘)<p,~,(c’~c’)L]-’. 
The result follows, because XXX = C,, + Etc, and 
@,yl,(C’@C’)L= (C’@C’)L. 1 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.R, 9 is the maximum likelihood 
estimator based on m,,. Hence, in Theorem 3.R, we have indirectly 
derived the expression for the inverse of the information matrix for the 
normal model. 
For the model with fixed x,, we have 
THEOREM 3.F. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.F hold. Then the 
covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of nLf2[(~p - yOp)‘, (9, - yOc)‘]’ 
is given bJ 
where V,,, V,, and V,, are defined in Theorem 3.R with rig,, replacing 2Zy, 
and E,,,, = G,, + II:,,, - C;, . 
Proof: The result follows by Theorem 2.F. 1 
The expressions of Theorem 3.R and Theorem 3.F may appear somewhat 
complicated, but all expressions are straightforward matrix functions of the 
parameters. Because the parameters can be estimated consistently, 
estimators of the covariances can be constructed by substituting the 
corresponding estimators for the unknown parameters. Factor analysis 
models often contain a large number of parameters. The forms of the 
theorem are computationally efficient, because blocks of the covariance 
matrix can be computed, and because the inverses in the expressions are of 
relatively small dimension. A program to compute the covariance matrix is 
described in Pantula and Fuller [14]. 
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